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What kind of anomaly?
Will discuss two different areas 

1/ Monitoring and predicting detector behaviour 

2/ Spotting ‘unusual’ proton-proton collisions 

Aim of the talk is to introduce the relevance of these 

topics in the context of the LHC experiments. 
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Compare to e.g. CMS
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Relevant points for anomaly detection
HEP experiments consist of many sub-detectors/parts  
which play a role in detecting different kinds of particles 

All parts must be monitored in real-time, as an anomaly  

will result in partial or total loss of data 

In addition to being able to detect anomalous behaviour,  
the monitoring system must also give clues which allow  

the source of the anomaly to be identified (and fixed). 
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What data rates are we dealing with?

Currently around 1-20 TBytes/second depending on 
the LHC experiment

Will rise by a factor 5-10 in the next round of 
LHC experiment upgrades

Anomaly detection system must both efficiently 
sift this data for key diagnostic elements and be 
able to quickly analyze these diagnostics
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Human anomaly detection
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Human anomaly detection

LHCb UNOFFICIAL

Two person shift crew monitors the detector.

One of them, the “data manager”, oversees 40 
pages of histograms comparing key quantities 
for each subsystem to reference values.

Some automatic alarms when certain histograms 
do not match references, but not always. 
References not always 100% up to date, and 
always some element of human judgement on 
whether behaviour is anomalous or not.
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Example monitoring plots
LHCb UNOFFICIAL

Perfect agreement between current 
values (black) and reference (red)
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Example monitoring plots
LHCb UNOFFICIAL

Perfect agreement between current 
values (black) and reference (red)

LHCb UNOFFICIAL
Disagreement between 
current values (black) 
and reference (red)?
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Example monitoring plots
LHCb UNOFFICIAL

Perfect agreement between current 
values (black) and reference (red)

LHCb UNOFFICIAL
Disagreement between 
current values (black) 
and reference (red)?

In fact neither case corresponds to anything 
actually going wrong. 

The required degree of agreement with the 
reference depends on the quantity being 
monitored, hence the human judgement.

Is there a reason why we should not be able 
to upfront write down the quantities being 
monitored and the tolerance for their 
departure from reference, and automate this?
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Example when something did go wrong

LHCb UNOFFICIAL

LHCb UNOFFICIAL

LHCb UNOFFICIAL
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Example when something did go wrong

LHCb UNOFFICIAL

LHCb UNOFFICIAL

How do we know this one matters and the previous didn’t? 
Mostly experience. For anomaly detection need to translate 
this experience into quantifiable/automated metrics.

LHCb UNOFFICIAL
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HSF ML RAMP on anomaly 
q  RAMP : collaborative competition around a dataset and a figure of 

merit. Organised by CDS Paris Saclay with HEP people. See agenda. 
q  Dataset built from the Higgs Machine Learning challenge dataset 

(on CERN Open Data Portal) 
o  Lepton, and tau hadron 3 momentum, MET : PRImary variables 
o  DERived variables (computed from the above) from Htautau analysis 
o  Jet variables dropped 

q  èreference dataset 
q  “Skewed” dataset built from the above, introducing small and big 

distortions: 
o  Small scaling of Ptau 
o  Holes in eta phi efficiency map of lepton and tau hadron 
o  Outliers introduced, each with 5% probability  

§  Eta tau set to large non possible values 
§  P lepton scaled by factor 10 
§  Missing ET + 50 GeV  
§  Phi tau and phi lepton swapped è DERived variables inconsistent with PRImary one 

q  èskewed dataset 

Advances of ML in HEP, David Rousseau, SPP Seminar 
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HSF RAMP (2) 

Advances of ML in HEP, David Rousseau, SPP Seminar 
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Breakthrough : add new variable: 
ΔmT=√(2PlT*MET*(1-cos(φl�φMET)))-mT 
Non zero for some outliers 
èclassifiers were unable to guess it 

èwhat functional form 
classifiers can learn ?  



We have automated some things
In fact LHCb has quite a bit of automated anomaly 

detection in respect of our real-time alignment and 

calibration of the detector 

Alignment and calibration parameters are continuously 

recalculated and compared to reference values from 

previous iterations. Large excursions trigger an update 

and/or an alarm for a human to look over things. 
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Example alignment monitoring
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Example alignment monitoring
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Example alignment monitoring
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Tolerances are set by studying past data and determining 
what level of excursion leads to a change in the “physics” 
performance of the detector and what doesn’t.

You could of course imagine also having this running in 
some kind of continuous monitoring/integration etc. but 
for the moment it is not the critical part of the story.



Physics anomalies
Now for a different question : how do we spot 
“anomalous” proton-proton collisions? 

Question arises in part because enormous data rates at 
LHC mandate a real-time preselection of the most 
interesting collisions which are kept for further analysis 

Enormous range of predicted new particles/interactions, 
so how do we make sure not to miss any? 
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Searches for new physics @ATLAS/CMS

Some Kin. Variable
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1) Specify a signal one is looking for
• e.g. Dark Matter, detectable as unbalanced 

events
A balanced event: a 

Z->2μ recoiling 
against a jet

2) Determine the list of known physics processes that would 
produce a similar signature in a detector
• e.g., neutrinos are also invisible particles

An unbalanced event: 2 
invisible particles 

recoiling against a jet

An un balanced 
event: a Z->2ν 

recoiling against a jet

3) Identify features (kinematic variables) highlighting the 
different properties of these events

4) Predict expected background in a signal-sensitive 
region, based on similar processes (e.g. Z->2μ to 
predict Z->2ν)
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Possible limitations to this procedure
1. A knowledge of the signal is needed

• A theoretical prejudice (what is interested to look for) which 
also depends on the historical moment (e.g., Supersymmetry 
is much less popular these days that 20 years ago)

2. The choice of the kinematic variables is never “optimized”
• They originate from some physics intuition and follows physics 

rules. Not frequent to use more that two kinematic variables. 
Instead, several approaches are sometimes tried

3. The search region is not optimized systematically
• What is good for a specific realisation of the signal is not good 

overall
• Signal distribution depends on unknown properties of the 

signal (e.g., the physics process by which DM is produced)
4. We might just be looking for the wrong thing

• in which case, any optimization for a specific signal just 
becomes useless
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Learning from data? Outlier detection
1. It would be interested instead to focus the search on the 

background
• Do we see anomalies in the outliers of known distributions?

2. The process to search for in this case would depend on specific 
background processes

• reduces the impact of the theoretical prejudice behind the 
search

3. Modern Machine Learning techniques useful to go beyond the 
limitation of a classic search

• learn the right “projection direction” directly from data, with 
unsupervised or semi-supervised applications

• use unsupervised techniques to search for unknown signals 
rather than pre-selected theoretical scenarios

• inject known physics (the knowledge of our background) in 
semi-supervised procedures (e.g., cluster events according to 
known background properties and look for unclustered 
events)
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Can ML “re-discover” the Standard Model?
1. To test a Machine-Learning strategy for searches we 

could establish a program to re-discover some of the 
key ingredients of the Standard Model of particle 
physics

• Can we discover the top quark from a sample of jets
+e and jets+μ events, without postulating its existence 
in advance?

• Could we discover the Higgs boson without knowing 
that the Higgs boson exist?

2. These questions are very relevant at this time:
• All SM particles have been discovered
• Some issue with the theory pointed us to scenarios of 

new physics
• After 20 years for searching for physics Beyond the 

Standard Model, and having discovered the last piece 
of the puzzle - Higgs boson - we are now left without a 
clear direction to move forward
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Can ML “re-discover” the Standard Model?

1. Developing a theory-free alternative approach 
could be a valuable assurance policy for future 
experiments

2. At this purpose, we are preparing datasets of 
simulated data, including the “detector 
effects” (uncertainties in the determination of 
the energy of the produced particles, etc)

• more details tomorrow
3. This could be the opportunity to engage our 

two communities in a concrete roadmap to 
commission ML approaches to outlier detection 
for LHC physics
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Nota bene on budgeted classification
All classification based on discriminating between 
different categories of “events” in some defined 
n-dimensional space of features

If obtaining these features entails a certain 
resource cost (e.g. processing time), then one has 
to tradeoff the discriminating power of each 
feature against the total resource budget

This is true both within a single classifier and 
in terms of a competition for resources between 
different classifiers
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Nota bene on budgeted classification
Within HEP, classifiers are manually tuned to 
resource costs by human “experts”

Some attempts to develop automated budgeted 
classifiers in a HEP context, e.g. Benbouzid 2014, 
but never deployed in real life

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/278645284_Sequential_prediction_for_budgeted_learning_Application_to_trigger_design
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Nota bene on budgeted classification
Within HEP, classifiers are manually tuned to 
resource costs by human “experts”

Some attempts to develop automated budgeted 
classifiers in a HEP context, e.g. Benbouzid 2014, 
but never deployed in real life

Relevance to anomaly detection through outliers lies in 
whether there exists a real-time preselection which can 
cover a general enough space of models.

If not, anomaly detection must also be trained respecting 
the constraints of real-time analysis. We might therefore 
profit by going further into budgeted classification.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/278645284_Sequential_prediction_for_budgeted_learning_Application_to_trigger_design


A big thank you to the Simons 
Foundation for hosting us this week!


